
Annotated Edition of a Historic Book on Hemp
for a Re-emerging Industry, 100 years later

Hindsight in 2020
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Who in 1918 could have imagined that 
this humble book would have so 

much value today, in 2019? And what is that 
value? 

On the surface, the book is quaint and 
nostalgic, for our grandparents. If you 
consider the political and social drama 
around cannabis we’ve seen since 1918, it 
says a lot about who we are... not a pretty 
sight. Sorting out the politics is going to take 
another 80 years. 

The main takeaway from this book, for 
today’s investors, politicians, bureaucrats, 
farmers, scientists and community leaders 
is that much of the hype is based on proven 
historical reality. This was not just a novelty 
crop in 1918, but was officially recognized as 
having real potential to shape the economy, 
along the lines of dairy or cotton. (And with 
hemp you get both fiber and milk!) Hemp 
was being promoted by the Wisconsin 
government looking to diversify agriculture.
It’s coming back at a good time. 

100 years ago, corporate commodity agribiz, 
advanced technology and global supply 
chains were still far in the future. Even 
milking machines were rudimentary as 
evidenced by this 1922 patent drawing:

This old book provides something today’s 
industry can use: Forward-thinking,  and 
promotion of  community development 
centers, (AKA Regional Processing Facilities). 
Bottom line, it still comes down to rural 
economics, education and jobs. 

This book fills another gap: It’s useful 
information from a government source, 
practical tips, production data, historical 
statistics and projections. Today “the 
government” has next to zero knowledge of 
the crop and is only beginning to validate 
the potential of CBD and fiber, while trying 
to undo the political legacy of “marijuana”.
Most government resources are focused on 
compliance with the evolving THC potency 
laws, not enough on practicalities.

You’ll notice also that the book says nothing 
about permits or getting stoned. These were 
simpler times! We’ve been so completely 
conditioned to view cannabis as a dangerous 
drug, and nothing else, that the realities of 
hemp science, agriculture and economics 
have taken a back seat, leaving us to rely on 
the expertise of old-school pot growers from 
California and Colorado, along with a few 
random scientific studies. 

We hope this book will help steer the 
conversation toward reason, at a time when 
reason is in short supply. Today’s farmers, 
veterans and teenagers need real leadership 
from politicians and agencies. Instead 
they are warned about losing their crop if 
it’s above 0.3% THC, or facing arrest for 
transporting their legal biomass. Hopefully 
the spirit of the law continues to outweigh 
the letter. 

Although there is much uncertainty and 
misinformation about hemp, one thing is for 
sure: we will all benefit from collaborating to 
rebuild rural communities. 
- BDS



Hemp harvesting and processing machinery is much more advanced today 
than it was in 1918, but the prices are high and delivery is slow. Small firms 
are developing equipment, John Deere has been silent about it. 



Most plots in 2019 are just a few acres, with the exception of one farm near 
Montello. 


